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(e) Coldpool Boundary & Cloud LWP (f) 200m Vertical Velocity

Figure 4. Snapshot of the simulation in an area with intersecting cold pools from 1730 UTC on 11 November 2011. Roughly 1/18 of the total model domain area (Figure 2) is shown. (a)
2 m temperature anomaly (shaded) and precipitation rate (contour), (b) 2 m water vapor anomaly, (c) 50 m buoyancy, (d) 2 m moist static energy, (e) cold pool boundaries and cloud
LWP, and (f) 200 m vertical velocity (shaded) and 10 m wind (arrows show wind speeds> 2 m/s). Gray (magenta) lines in Figure 4c are nonintersecting (intersecting) cold pool bounda-
ries, respectively. Gray (magenta) areas in Figure 4e are expanded from the boundaries in (c) to an 8 km wide area. See text for more details.
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Figure 4. Snapshot of the simulation in an area with intersecting cold pools from 1730 UTC on 11 November 2011. Roughly 1/18 of the total model domain area (Figure 2) is shown. (a)
2 m temperature anomaly (shaded) and precipitation rate (contour), (b) 2 m water vapor anomaly, (c) 50 m buoyancy, (d) 2 m moist static energy, (e) cold pool boundaries and cloud
LWP, and (f) 200 m vertical velocity (shaded) and 10 m wind (arrows show wind speeds> 2 m/s). Gray (magenta) lines in Figure 4c are nonintersecting (intersecting) cold pool bounda-
ries, respectively. Gray (magenta) areas in Figure 4e are expanded from the boundaries in (c) to an 8 km wide area. See text for more details.
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Figure 4. Snapshot of the simulation in an area with intersecting cold pools from 1730 UTC on 11 November 2011. Roughly 1/18 of the total model domain area (Figure 2) is shown. (a)
2 m temperature anomaly (shaded) and precipitation rate (contour), (b) 2 m water vapor anomaly, (c) 50 m buoyancy, (d) 2 m moist static energy, (e) cold pool boundaries and cloud
LWP, and (f) 200 m vertical velocity (shaded) and 10 m wind (arrows show wind speeds> 2 m/s). Gray (magenta) lines in Figure 4c are nonintersecting (intersecting) cold pool bounda-
ries, respectively. Gray (magenta) areas in Figure 4e are expanded from the boundaries in (c) to an 8 km wide area. See text for more details.
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where the subscripts qt and uc are total specific humidity
and condensate potential temperature, respectively,
with f denoting any conservative scalars; (~a›~uc/›t)mlt is
the grid-mean tendency of uc due to snow melting [Eq.
(87)]; €ER and €ES are the localized rain evaporation and
snow sublimation tendencies within the evaporation
area, respectively [Eq. (81)]; €aU is the overlapping area
between the evaporation area €a [Eq. (80)] and aU; and
"aU is the overlapping area between the precipitation
area "a [Eq. (85)] and aU:

€aiU 5 (12b)€aiaU 1bmax(€ai1 aU 2 1, 0) and (68)

"aiU 5 (12b)"aiaU 1bmax("ai 1 aU 2 1, 0), (69)

where b is an overlapping parameter between €a (or "a)
and aU with b 5 0 (1) for random (minimum) overlap.
We can also interpret b as an overlapping parameter
between €a (or "a) and aD with b 5 0 (1) for random
(maximum) overlap. In case of the random overlap, Eqs.
(65)–(67) become zero, as expected. The corresponding
sources for the tracers are computed in a way similar to
Eq. (52) by noting that snow melting does not alter j.
Each of Eqs. (61)–(64) is a first-order linear differen-

tial equation with a forcing term f and a linear damping
(or amplifying) term, ›y/›t 5 f 2 y/t, where t is a
damping (or amplifying) time scale and y5 aU, aD, DfU,
DfD. In the numerical code, we prognose aD and DfU,
from which aU and DfD are computed by using aU 5 12
aD and aUDfU 1 aDDfD 5 0. In order to obtain a stable
solution with a long Dt in GCM, Eqs. (61)–(64) are solved
analytically by treating d*2 !* as a part of t

21 in Eq. (62).

FIG. 5. Parameterization of subgrid cold pool and mesoscale organized flow within the
PBL. The grid column within the PBL is divided into three bulk portions: aadjD into which
convective downdrafts accompanied by convective precipitation penetrate (i.e., a cold pool),
acz 5 cVÂs(V) is the upflow branch of subgrid mesoscale organized flow, and the remaining
aadjU 2 acz where no mesoscale perturbation exists with respect to the grid mean (i.e., Df[ f2
fPBL 5 0, Dw 5 0). The cold pool aadjD is forced by evaporation of convective precipitation and
convective downdrafts #MD,h that exclusively sink down into a

adj
D , while damped by the surface flux

and the entrainment flux at the PBL top (CdVs is the transfer velocity at the surface andWe,h is the
entrainment rate at the PBL top). Lateral mass exchange between the cold pool and the ambient
mean environmental air (!c, dc) is allowed. All the parameterized convective updrafts with a net
fractional area at the surface Âs(V) are assumed to rise through acz within the PBL, so that the
properties of the source updraft at the surface and mixing environmental air within the PBL are
perturbed byDfV [Eqs. (73) and (78)] andDwV [Eqs. (74), (78), and (B2)]. In addition, UNICON
imposes mesoscale perturbations on the fractional area [Eq. (75)] and the radius [Eqs. (76) and
(77)] of convective updraft plumes at the surface. See sections 2d and 2e for details.
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Unified convection scheme (UNICON, Park 2014)
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where the subscripts qt and uc are total specific humidity
and condensate potential temperature, respectively,
with f denoting any conservative scalars; (~a›~uc/›t)mlt is
the grid-mean tendency of uc due to snow melting [Eq.
(87)]; €ER and €ES are the localized rain evaporation and
snow sublimation tendencies within the evaporation
area, respectively [Eq. (81)]; €aU is the overlapping area
between the evaporation area €a [Eq. (80)] and aU; and
"aU is the overlapping area between the precipitation
area "a [Eq. (85)] and aU:
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where b is an overlapping parameter between €a (or "a)
and aU with b 5 0 (1) for random (minimum) overlap.
We can also interpret b as an overlapping parameter
between €a (or "a) and aD with b 5 0 (1) for random
(maximum) overlap. In case of the random overlap, Eqs.
(65)–(67) become zero, as expected. The corresponding
sources for the tracers are computed in a way similar to
Eq. (52) by noting that snow melting does not alter j.
Each of Eqs. (61)–(64) is a first-order linear differen-

tial equation with a forcing term f and a linear damping
(or amplifying) term, ›y/›t 5 f 2 y/t, where t is a
damping (or amplifying) time scale and y5 aU, aD, DfU,
DfD. In the numerical code, we prognose aD and DfU,
from which aU and DfD are computed by using aU 5 12
aD and aUDfU 1 aDDfD 5 0. In order to obtain a stable
solution with a long Dt in GCM, Eqs. (61)–(64) are solved
analytically by treating d*2 !* as a part of t

21 in Eq. (62).

FIG. 5. Parameterization of subgrid cold pool and mesoscale organized flow within the
PBL. The grid column within the PBL is divided into three bulk portions: aadjD into which
convective downdrafts accompanied by convective precipitation penetrate (i.e., a cold pool),
acz 5 cVÂs(V) is the upflow branch of subgrid mesoscale organized flow, and the remaining
aadjU 2 acz where no mesoscale perturbation exists with respect to the grid mean (i.e., Df[ f2
fPBL 5 0, Dw 5 0). The cold pool aadjD is forced by evaporation of convective precipitation and
convective downdrafts #MD,h that exclusively sink down into a

adj
D , while damped by the surface flux

and the entrainment flux at the PBL top (CdVs is the transfer velocity at the surface andWe,h is the
entrainment rate at the PBL top). Lateral mass exchange between the cold pool and the ambient
mean environmental air (!c, dc) is allowed. All the parameterized convective updrafts with a net
fractional area at the surface Âs(V) are assumed to rise through acz within the PBL, so that the
properties of the source updraft at the surface and mixing environmental air within the PBL are
perturbed byDfV [Eqs. (73) and (78)] andDwV [Eqs. (74), (78), and (B2)]. In addition, UNICON
imposes mesoscale perturbations on the fractional area [Eq. (75)] and the radius [Eqs. (76) and
(77)] of convective updraft plumes at the surface. See sections 2d and 2e for details.
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However, the advection term is numerically treated
by the separate grid-scale advection scheme. We force
0# aD # 12 Âmax by adding a corrective detrainment to
the original dcwhenever the prognosed aD becomes larger
than 12 Âmax.
Although a single DfD is computed, it is reasonable to

assume that DfD has internal variability since the cold
pool is driven by the various convective downdrafts
generated from various convective updrafts. The area
PDF of the cold pool, Pc(x), is assumed to follow a
Gaussian distribution, where x[2duy,D5 uy,PBL2 uy,D.
A convective downdraft always induces positive buoy-
ancy flux at the PBL top. Snow melting and the evapo-
ration of precipitation within the convective downdraft
and the environment additionally forceDuy,D# 0, where
Duy,D is computed from DfD. Thus, the assumption of a
half-Gaussian distributionPc(x) in the range of x$ 0 is a
valid approximation. From two normalization conditions
of aD 5

Ð ‘
0 Pc(x) dx and Duy,D 52[

Ð ‘
0 Pc(x)x dx]/aD, we

can obtain Pc(x)5 [(2aD)/(s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
)] exp[2(1/2)(x/s)2]

where s52
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p/2

p
Duy,D is the width of the distribution.

The final cold pool area aadjD is defined as the area oc-
cupied by the elements with x$ xcri [ 2ducriy,D,

aadjD 5 aD

#
12 erf

$
nffiffiffiffi
p

p
%&

, (70)

and then Duadjy,U [ uadjy,U 2 uy,PBL and Duadjy,D [ uadjy,D 2 uy,PBL
are computed as

Duadjy,U 5Duy,U

$
aU

aadjU

%
exp

$
2
n2

p

%
,

Duadjy,D 5Duy,D

$
aD

aadjD

%
exp

$
2
n2

p

%
, (71)

where n[ ducriy,D/Duy,D, and the same adjustment is ap-
plied for the other conservative scalars—f5 qt, uc, u, y,
j—using the same n.

e. Subgrid mesoscale convective organization

We define the following nondimensional quantity,
mesoscale convective organization:

V[

$
a
adj
D

12 Âmax

%
, 0#V# 1, (72)

and since 0# aadjD # 12 Âmax owing to the corrective
detrainment (see section 2d) and Eq. (70), it is always
guaranteed that 0 # V # 1. In nature, the outflow de-
trained from the cold pool spreads out near the sur-
face, collides with other outflows driven by other cold
pools, and is eventually converted into the upflow (see
Fig. 5). UNICON assumes that any perturbations of

thermodynamic scalars driven by the cold pool are
confined in the cold pool and in the colliding zones of
the outflows acz, instead of over the entire region of aadjU ,
and acz is a linear function of the net updraft fractional
area at the surface, acz 5 cVÂs(V). Using the Boussinesq
approximation, the available potential energy (APE)
corresponding to the horizontal density perturbation,
u0y [ uadjy,U 2 uadjy,D $ 0, associated with the cold pool within
the PBL [where uadjy,U and uadjy,D are computed in Eq. (71)]

is APE5 (1/2)(g/uy,ref)ha
adj
D aadjU u0y, where uy,ref 5 300K is

the reference virtual potential temperature and h is the
depth of the PBL. In the case that the upflow perturba-
tions are confined in acz not over a

adj
U , as is being assumed,

it becomes APEcz 5 (1/2)(g/uy,ref)ha
adj
D aczu

0
y,cz, where

u0y,cz [ uy,cz 2 uadjy,D 5 u0y(a
adj
U /acz)(a

adj
D 1 acz). UNICON as-

sumes that a certain fraction k* of theAPEcz is converted
into the mesoscale kinetic energy through a convective
overturning process over the areas of acz and aadjD . From
the conservation principles of the mesoscale vertical
momentum, wczacz 1wadj

D aadjD 5 0, and the mesoscale ki-
netic energy, w2

czacz 1 (wadj
D )2aadjD 5 2k*APEcz, where

wcz $ 0 and wadj
D # 0 are the mesoscale vertical velocities

in the acz and a
adj
D , respectively, and by assuming that Âs(V)

decreases linearly with V with ÂsjV51 5 ÂmaxÂsjV50

[Eq. (75)], we can derive the cold pool–driven pertur-
bations for conservative scalars DfV [Eq. (18)] and the
vertical velocity [DwV 5 wcz; Eq. (18)] of the convective
updraft at the surface confined in acz as follows:

DfV 5

$
Dfadj

U

cVÂsjV50

%
and (73)

DwV 5 aadjD

#$
g

uy,ref

%$
k*hu

0
y

cVÂsjV50

%&1/2
, (74)

where 1# cV # Â21
s jV50; that is, Âs(V)# acz # aadjU (V),

since all convective updrafts parameterized by UNICON
are equally modulated by DfV and DwV [Eq. (18)] at
the surface [i.e., acz $ Âs(V)], and UNICON simulates
subgrid mesoscale flow within each grid column [i.e.,
acz # aadjU (V)]. IfV/ 0, both DfV and DwV approach to
zero, as expected, since Dfadj

U /0 and aadjD /0.
UNICON assumes that V also controls the macro-

physics of the convective updraft and the mixing en-
vironmental air as well as the thermodynamic properties
of the convective updraft at the surface. UNICON has
three important unknown variables that should be ap-
propriately specified or parameterized: 1) Âs [the net
updraft fractional area at the surface; Eq. (19)], 2) Ro

[the intercept radius of the updraft plume at the surface;
Eq. (23)] and sR [the standard deviation of the updraft
plume radius at the surface; Eq. (23)], and 3) ~fu [the
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The	degree	of	convective	organization	(Ω)
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Unified convection scheme (UNICON, Park 2014)
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If a positively buoyant unsaturated updraft plume is
mixed with unsaturated environmental air, xc 5 1 and so
!̂5 !̂o. If an updraft plume contains condensate, however,
xc can vary between 0 and 1 depending on the amount of
updraft condensate, updraft buoyancy and vertical veloc-
ity, and environmental relative humidity, so that !̂# !̂o.
This implies that in order to be consistent with the ob-
served proportional coefficient of around 0.2 between !̂
and R̂21, !̂o of a saturated plume should be larger than !̂o
of an unsaturated plume. Then, why is !̂o,sat $ !̂o,dry? If
unsaturated environmental air at the cumulus top is mixed
with saturated updraft air containing condensate, evapo-
rative cooling occurs during the mixing process, which
pulls the mixture down into the cumulus updraft plume
and triggers additional mixing to satisfy the mass conser-
vation principle. This effect of evaporative cooling at the
cumulus top and enhanced downward mixing has been
noted by Squires (1958) and Emanuel (1981). In fact,
similar evaporative enhancement of mixing occurs at the
top of marine stratocumulus clouds, which is parameter-
ized as a linear function of liquid water content (LWC) at
the stratocumulus top in the CAM5 moist turbulence
scheme (Bretherton and Park 2009).
Based on the above consideration, UNICON pa-

rameterizes !̂0 for an individual convective updraft as
an inverse function of R̂with a proportional coefficient
increasing with the updraft condensate amount and
the degree of subsaturation of mixing environmental
air:

!̂o(z)5

!
a1

rgR̂(z)

"
(11 a2E) , (31)

where a1 ’ 0.2 is a dry mixing coefficient, a2 is a moist
mixing coefficient, and E is the evaporative enhance-
ment factor defined as

E5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(q̂l 1 q̂i)(12RHu
e )

q
, (32)

where q̂l 1 q̂i is in-cumulus condensate and RHu
e is the

relative humidity of mixing environmental air. Argu-
ably, Eq. (32) is a crude attempt to quantify the degree
of evaporative cooling during mixing that should be
validated using observations in future. Bechtold et al.
(2008) showed that imposing RHu

e dependence on !̂
improved simulations, although they did not provide
physical justification on their approach. By considering
enhanced entrainment mixing at the cumulus top driven
by evaporative cooling, Eq. (31) collectively represents
the mixing through both the lateral interface and the top
of the convective updraft.

4) FRACTIONAL ENTRAINMENT !̂ AND

DETRAINMENT d̂ RATES

UNICON uses inertial buoyancy sorting to compute !̂
and d̂. During a vertical displacement of Dp, a certain
amount of updraft air is mixed with the same amount of
environmental air, producing a spectrum of mixtures
between convective updraft (x 5 0) and environmental
air (x 5 1) with a mass PDF of P(x). In addition to the
positively buoyant mixtures, UNICON entrains nega-
tively buoyant mixtures with strong enough vertical ve-
locities to rise over a critical distance lc 5 rcẑtop(t2Dt),
where rc is a tunable constant and ẑtop(t2Dt) is themean
top height of the precedent updraft plumes. Appendix B
details how to compute xc: the mixtures in 0# x # xc are
entrained, while the othermixtures are detrained (Fig. 4).
Following BMG04 and PB09, we can derive

!̂5 !̂o

!
2

ðx
c

0
xP(x) dx

"
and (33)

d̂5 !̂o

!
12 2

ðx
c

0
(12 x)P(x) dx

"
, (34)

and by generalizing the previous studies, UNICON uses
the symmetric beta distribution for P(x),

P(x)5 [x(12x)]p21
!

G(2p)
G(p)G(p)

"
, p. 0, 0# x# 1,

(35)

whereG(p)5 (p2 1)! is a gamma function. If p5 1,P(x)5
1 and !̂ 5 !̂ox2

c and d̂ 5 !̂o(12 xc)
2, as used in BMG04

and PB09, while if p 5 2, P(x) 5 6x(1 2 x) and !̂5
!̂ox3

c(42 3xc) and d̂5 !̂o(12 6x2
c 1 8x3

c 2 3x4
c). Physically,

for a given amount of air masses involved in the mixing,
a larger p denotes a higher mixing efficiency between the
updraft and environmental airs. Note that our !̂ and d̂
are complicated functions of R̂, B̂, ŵ, q̂l, q̂i, and RHu

e.

5) Ŝqt , Ŝuc , Ŝj, Ŝql , Ŝqi , Ĉu, AND Ĉy

For simplicity, UNICON neglects the evaporation of
convective precipitation within the updraft, so that the
only source is the production of convective precipitation:

Ŝq
t
5 Ŝ

pr
q
l
1 Ŝ

pr
q
i
, and (36)

Ŝu
c
52

%
1

Cpp

&
[LyŜ

pr
q
l
1LsŜ

pr
q
i
] , (37)

where Ŝ
pr
ql

and Ŝ
pr
qi

denote the conversion of cloud liquid
droplets and ice crystals into convective precipitation,
which are parameterized as
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(Se,D 2 Se)f 52

!
aU
aD

"
(Se,U 2Se)f , (67)

where the subscripts qt and uc are total specific humidity
and condensate potential temperature, respectively,
with f denoting any conservative scalars; (~a›~uc/›t)mlt is
the grid-mean tendency of uc due to snow melting [Eq.
(87)]; €ER and €ES are the localized rain evaporation and
snow sublimation tendencies within the evaporation
area, respectively [Eq. (81)]; €aU is the overlapping area
between the evaporation area €a [Eq. (80)] and aU; and
"aU is the overlapping area between the precipitation
area "a [Eq. (85)] and aU:

€aiU 5 (12b)€aiaU 1bmax(€ai1 aU 2 1, 0) and (68)

"aiU 5 (12b)"aiaU 1bmax("ai 1 aU 2 1, 0), (69)

where b is an overlapping parameter between €a (or "a)
and aU with b 5 0 (1) for random (minimum) overlap.
We can also interpret b as an overlapping parameter
between €a (or "a) and aD with b 5 0 (1) for random
(maximum) overlap. In case of the random overlap, Eqs.
(65)–(67) become zero, as expected. The corresponding
sources for the tracers are computed in a way similar to
Eq. (52) by noting that snow melting does not alter j.
Each of Eqs. (61)–(64) is a first-order linear differen-

tial equation with a forcing term f and a linear damping
(or amplifying) term, ›y/›t 5 f 2 y/t, where t is a
damping (or amplifying) time scale and y5 aU, aD, DfU,
DfD. In the numerical code, we prognose aD and DfU,
from which aU and DfD are computed by using aU 5 12
aD and aUDfU 1 aDDfD 5 0. In order to obtain a stable
solution with a long Dt in GCM, Eqs. (61)–(64) are solved
analytically by treating d*2 !* as a part of t

21 in Eq. (62).

FIG. 5. Parameterization of subgrid cold pool and mesoscale organized flow within the
PBL. The grid column within the PBL is divided into three bulk portions: aadjD into which
convective downdrafts accompanied by convective precipitation penetrate (i.e., a cold pool),
acz 5 cVÂs(V) is the upflow branch of subgrid mesoscale organized flow, and the remaining
aadjU 2 acz where no mesoscale perturbation exists with respect to the grid mean (i.e., Df[ f2
fPBL 5 0, Dw 5 0). The cold pool aadjD is forced by evaporation of convective precipitation and
convective downdrafts #MD,h that exclusively sink down into a

adj
D , while damped by the surface flux

and the entrainment flux at the PBL top (CdVs is the transfer velocity at the surface andWe,h is the
entrainment rate at the PBL top). Lateral mass exchange between the cold pool and the ambient
mean environmental air (!c, dc) is allowed. All the parameterized convective updrafts with a net
fractional area at the surface Âs(V) are assumed to rise through acz within the PBL, so that the
properties of the source updraft at the surface and mixing environmental air within the PBL are
perturbed byDfV [Eqs. (73) and (78)] andDwV [Eqs. (74), (78), and (B2)]. In addition, UNICON
imposes mesoscale perturbations on the fractional area [Eq. (75)] and the radius [Eqs. (76) and
(77)] of convective updraft plumes at the surface. See sections 2d and 2e for details.
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However, the advection term is numerically treated
by the separate grid-scale advection scheme. We force
0# aD # 12 Âmax by adding a corrective detrainment to
the original dcwhenever the prognosed aD becomes larger
than 12 Âmax.
Although a single DfD is computed, it is reasonable to

assume that DfD has internal variability since the cold
pool is driven by the various convective downdrafts
generated from various convective updrafts. The area
PDF of the cold pool, Pc(x), is assumed to follow a
Gaussian distribution, where x[2duy,D5 uy,PBL2 uy,D.
A convective downdraft always induces positive buoy-
ancy flux at the PBL top. Snow melting and the evapo-
ration of precipitation within the convective downdraft
and the environment additionally forceDuy,D# 0, where
Duy,D is computed from DfD. Thus, the assumption of a
half-Gaussian distributionPc(x) in the range of x$ 0 is a
valid approximation. From two normalization conditions
of aD 5

Ð ‘
0 Pc(x) dx and Duy,D 52[

Ð ‘
0 Pc(x)x dx]/aD, we

can obtain Pc(x)5 [(2aD)/(s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
)] exp[2(1/2)(x/s)2]

where s52
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p/2

p
Duy,D is the width of the distribution.

The final cold pool area aadjD is defined as the area oc-
cupied by the elements with x$ xcri [ 2ducriy,D,

aadjD 5 aD

#
12 erf

$
nffiffiffiffi
p

p
%&

, (70)

and then Duadjy,U [ uadjy,U 2 uy,PBL and Duadjy,D [ uadjy,D 2 uy,PBL
are computed as

Duadjy,U 5Duy,U

$
aU

aadjU

%
exp

$
2
n2

p

%
,

Duadjy,D 5Duy,D

$
aD

aadjD

%
exp

$
2
n2

p

%
, (71)

where n[ ducriy,D/Duy,D, and the same adjustment is ap-
plied for the other conservative scalars—f5 qt, uc, u, y,
j—using the same n.

e. Subgrid mesoscale convective organization

We define the following nondimensional quantity,
mesoscale convective organization:

V[

$
a
adj
D

12 Âmax

%
, 0#V# 1, (72)

and since 0# aadjD # 12 Âmax owing to the corrective
detrainment (see section 2d) and Eq. (70), it is always
guaranteed that 0 # V # 1. In nature, the outflow de-
trained from the cold pool spreads out near the sur-
face, collides with other outflows driven by other cold
pools, and is eventually converted into the upflow (see
Fig. 5). UNICON assumes that any perturbations of

thermodynamic scalars driven by the cold pool are
confined in the cold pool and in the colliding zones of
the outflows acz, instead of over the entire region of aadjU ,
and acz is a linear function of the net updraft fractional
area at the surface, acz 5 cVÂs(V). Using the Boussinesq
approximation, the available potential energy (APE)
corresponding to the horizontal density perturbation,
u0y [ uadjy,U 2 uadjy,D $ 0, associated with the cold pool within
the PBL [where uadjy,U and uadjy,D are computed in Eq. (71)]

is APE5 (1/2)(g/uy,ref)ha
adj
D aadjU u0y, where uy,ref 5 300K is

the reference virtual potential temperature and h is the
depth of the PBL. In the case that the upflow perturba-
tions are confined in acz not over a

adj
U , as is being assumed,

it becomes APEcz 5 (1/2)(g/uy,ref)ha
adj
D aczu

0
y,cz, where

u0y,cz [ uy,cz 2 uadjy,D 5 u0y(a
adj
U /acz)(a

adj
D 1 acz). UNICON as-

sumes that a certain fraction k* of theAPEcz is converted
into the mesoscale kinetic energy through a convective
overturning process over the areas of acz and aadjD . From
the conservation principles of the mesoscale vertical
momentum, wczacz 1wadj

D aadjD 5 0, and the mesoscale ki-
netic energy, w2

czacz 1 (wadj
D )2aadjD 5 2k*APEcz, where

wcz $ 0 and wadj
D # 0 are the mesoscale vertical velocities

in the acz and a
adj
D , respectively, and by assuming that Âs(V)

decreases linearly with V with ÂsjV51 5 ÂmaxÂsjV50

[Eq. (75)], we can derive the cold pool–driven pertur-
bations for conservative scalars DfV [Eq. (18)] and the
vertical velocity [DwV 5 wcz; Eq. (18)] of the convective
updraft at the surface confined in acz as follows:

DfV 5

$
Dfadj

U

cVÂsjV50

%
and (73)

DwV 5 aadjD

#$
g

uy,ref

%$
k*hu

0
y

cVÂsjV50

%&1/2
, (74)

where 1# cV # Â21
s jV50; that is, Âs(V)# acz # aadjU (V),

since all convective updrafts parameterized by UNICON
are equally modulated by DfV and DwV [Eq. (18)] at
the surface [i.e., acz $ Âs(V)], and UNICON simulates
subgrid mesoscale flow within each grid column [i.e.,
acz # aadjU (V)]. IfV/ 0, both DfV and DwV approach to
zero, as expected, since Dfadj

U /0 and aadjD /0.
UNICON assumes that V also controls the macro-

physics of the convective updraft and the mixing en-
vironmental air as well as the thermodynamic properties
of the convective updraft at the surface. UNICON has
three important unknown variables that should be ap-
propriately specified or parameterized: 1) Âs [the net
updraft fractional area at the surface; Eq. (19)], 2) Ro

[the intercept radius of the updraft plume at the surface;
Eq. (23)] and sR [the standard deviation of the updraft
plume radius at the surface; Eq. (23)], and 3) ~fu [the
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mixing environmental air of the convective updraft;
Eq. (26)]. In UNICON, Âs affects the magnitude of the
updraft mass flux, Ro and sR control the amount of the
mixing [Eqs. (23) and (31)], and ~fu influences the degree
of dilution of the convective updraft plume, all of which
are important components in the parameterization of
convection. UNICON assumes that these four variables
are the functions of V:

Âs(V)5 ÂsjV501V3 (ÂsjV512 ÂsjV50)

5 ÂsjV503 [12V3 (12 Âmax)] , (75)

Ro(V)5RojV501Vg 3 (RojV512RojV50) , (76)

sR(V)5sRjV501Vg 3 (sRjV512sRjV50), and

(77)

~fu(z, t)5

( ~f(z, t)1DfV , if z, h ,

~f(z, t)1V! 3 [fr(z, t2Dt)2 ~f(z, t2Dt)] , if z. h ,
(78)

whereRojV50#RojV51, sRjV50# sRjV51, g . 0, DfV is
from Eq. (73), ~f(z, t) and ~f(z, t2Dt) are the mean
environmental scalar at the current and previous time
steps, respectively, andfr(z, t2Dt) is themean scalar of
the detrained air at the previous time step [Eq. (60)].
The second equality of Eq. (75) is obtained by assuming
ÂsjV51 5 Âmax 3 ÂsjV50 as mentioned before. Note that
DwV defined in Eq. (74) for the initialization of the
convective updrafts at the surface is also used in Eq. (78)
within the PBL (f 5 w) in order to compute ŵ(z) [Eq.
(27)] and the updraft buoyancy sorting (see appendix B).
In Eq. (78), V! [ min(V, V*) with V*[Mr(z, t2Dt)/
!i(f̂

i
mM̂

bot,i!̂ioDp) where Mr(z, t 2 Dt) is the mass flux
of detrained air at the previous time step [Eq. (59)] and
the denominator is total amount of updraft air involved in
the mixing at the current time step.We use the constraint
of V! 5 min(V, V*) because our mixing assumption re-
quires that during a vertical displacement of Dp, a certain
amount of updraft air [DM̂mix 5 !i(f̂

i
mM̂

bot,i!̂ioDp)] is
mixed with the same amount of mixing environmental
air, so that the degree to which the convective updraft
is mixed with the detrained air should be bound by the
amount of the available detrained air [Mr(z, t 2 Dt)]. In
the limit of Dt / 0, the second line of Eq. (78) becomes
~fu(z, t)5 (12V!)~f(z, t)1V!fr(z, t), which provides
an alternative definition of V!: the probability for the
convective updraft to preferentially rise into the horizontal
spots occupied by the detrained air. In this sense, V! 5 0
denotes the random rising since fr(z, t) is a part of ~f(z, t).
Equations (75)–(78) indicate that as convection becomes
more organized, the updraft fractional area decreases,
the mean and the variance of the updraft-plume ra-
dius increase, and an individual updraft plume rises
through the mesoscale upflows generated by the col-
liding outflows of the cold pools within the PBL, and
into the preceeding updraft plume’s trajectory above
the PBL, in line with the approach suggested by Mapes
and Neale (2011).

f. Sources within the environment

In order to compute the grid-mean tendencies of all
scalars f 5 qt, uc, u, y, j, qy, ql, qi, nl, ni, UNICON uses
Eq. (17), which guarantees the conservation of the
column-integrated grid-mean conservative scalar If—a
mandatory requirement for GCM parameterization—if
the column-integrated sources [Ŝf, !Sf, (›~f/›t)s] are cor-
rectly incorporated into the computation of the vertical
evolution of the convective updraft and downdraft plumes
and the precipitation and tracer fluxes at the surface. The
last term in Eq. (17) is the source within the environment.
If f 5 qt, uc, qy, j, this environmental source consists of
evaporation of convective rain and snow [evp in Eq. (79)
for f 5 qt, uc, qy, j], snow melting (mlt for f 5 uc), and
dissipation heating of the mean kinetic energy (dis for
f 5 uc):

!
~a
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›t

"

s

5

!
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›~f

›t

"

evp
1

!
~a
›~f

›t

"

mlt
1

!
~a
›~f

›t

"

dis
, (79)

and each of these terms will be discussed in detail in the
following sections. Environmental source for the other
scalars is zero.
In UNICON, all convective microphysical processes—

production of convective precipitation within the updraft
at the top interface, evaporation of convective precip-
itation within the environment, snow melting within the
environment at the base interface, and evaporation of
convective precipitation within the downdraft at the base
interface—are treated in an isolated way for each con-
vective updrafts, so that the precipitation flux generated
from the ith updraft segment does not fall into the other
updrafts and the downdrafts generated from the non-ith
updraft segment. This approach is analogous to assuming
that cumulus and stratus do not see each other in the
precipitation production: convective precipitation flux
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If a positively buoyant unsaturated updraft plume is
mixed with unsaturated environmental air, xc 5 1 and so
!̂5 !̂o. If an updraft plume contains condensate, however,
xc can vary between 0 and 1 depending on the amount of
updraft condensate, updraft buoyancy and vertical veloc-
ity, and environmental relative humidity, so that !̂# !̂o.
This implies that in order to be consistent with the ob-
served proportional coefficient of around 0.2 between !̂
and R̂21, !̂o of a saturated plume should be larger than !̂o
of an unsaturated plume. Then, why is !̂o,sat $ !̂o,dry? If
unsaturated environmental air at the cumulus top is mixed
with saturated updraft air containing condensate, evapo-
rative cooling occurs during the mixing process, which
pulls the mixture down into the cumulus updraft plume
and triggers additional mixing to satisfy the mass conser-
vation principle. This effect of evaporative cooling at the
cumulus top and enhanced downward mixing has been
noted by Squires (1958) and Emanuel (1981). In fact,
similar evaporative enhancement of mixing occurs at the
top of marine stratocumulus clouds, which is parameter-
ized as a linear function of liquid water content (LWC) at
the stratocumulus top in the CAM5 moist turbulence
scheme (Bretherton and Park 2009).
Based on the above consideration, UNICON pa-

rameterizes !̂0 for an individual convective updraft as
an inverse function of R̂with a proportional coefficient
increasing with the updraft condensate amount and
the degree of subsaturation of mixing environmental
air:

!̂o(z)5

!
a1

rgR̂(z)

"
(11 a2E) , (31)

where a1 ’ 0.2 is a dry mixing coefficient, a2 is a moist
mixing coefficient, and E is the evaporative enhance-
ment factor defined as

E5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(q̂l 1 q̂i)(12RHu
e )

q
, (32)

where q̂l 1 q̂i is in-cumulus condensate and RHu
e is the

relative humidity of mixing environmental air. Argu-
ably, Eq. (32) is a crude attempt to quantify the degree
of evaporative cooling during mixing that should be
validated using observations in future. Bechtold et al.
(2008) showed that imposing RHu

e dependence on !̂
improved simulations, although they did not provide
physical justification on their approach. By considering
enhanced entrainment mixing at the cumulus top driven
by evaporative cooling, Eq. (31) collectively represents
the mixing through both the lateral interface and the top
of the convective updraft.

4) FRACTIONAL ENTRAINMENT !̂ AND

DETRAINMENT d̂ RATES

UNICON uses inertial buoyancy sorting to compute !̂
and d̂. During a vertical displacement of Dp, a certain
amount of updraft air is mixed with the same amount of
environmental air, producing a spectrum of mixtures
between convective updraft (x 5 0) and environmental
air (x 5 1) with a mass PDF of P(x). In addition to the
positively buoyant mixtures, UNICON entrains nega-
tively buoyant mixtures with strong enough vertical ve-
locities to rise over a critical distance lc 5 rcẑtop(t2Dt),
where rc is a tunable constant and ẑtop(t2Dt) is themean
top height of the precedent updraft plumes. Appendix B
details how to compute xc: the mixtures in 0# x # xc are
entrained, while the othermixtures are detrained (Fig. 4).
Following BMG04 and PB09, we can derive
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2

ðx
c

0
xP(x) dx

"
and (33)

d̂5 !̂o

!
12 2

ðx
c

0
(12 x)P(x) dx

"
, (34)

and by generalizing the previous studies, UNICON uses
the symmetric beta distribution for P(x),

P(x)5 [x(12x)]p21
!

G(2p)
G(p)G(p)

"
, p. 0, 0# x# 1,

(35)

whereG(p)5 (p2 1)! is a gamma function. If p5 1,P(x)5
1 and !̂ 5 !̂ox2

c and d̂ 5 !̂o(12 xc)
2, as used in BMG04

and PB09, while if p 5 2, P(x) 5 6x(1 2 x) and !̂5
!̂ox3

c(42 3xc) and d̂5 !̂o(12 6x2
c 1 8x3

c 2 3x4
c). Physically,

for a given amount of air masses involved in the mixing,
a larger p denotes a higher mixing efficiency between the
updraft and environmental airs. Note that our !̂ and d̂
are complicated functions of R̂, B̂, ŵ, q̂l, q̂i, and RHu

e.

5) Ŝqt , Ŝuc , Ŝj, Ŝql , Ŝqi , Ĉu, AND Ĉy

For simplicity, UNICON neglects the evaporation of
convective precipitation within the updraft, so that the
only source is the production of convective precipitation:
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where Ŝ
pr
ql

and Ŝ
pr
qi

denote the conversion of cloud liquid
droplets and ice crystals into convective precipitation,
which are parameterized as
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where the subscripts qt and uc are total specific humidity
and condensate potential temperature, respectively,
with f denoting any conservative scalars; (~a›~uc/›t)mlt is
the grid-mean tendency of uc due to snow melting [Eq.
(87)]; €ER and €ES are the localized rain evaporation and
snow sublimation tendencies within the evaporation
area, respectively [Eq. (81)]; €aU is the overlapping area
between the evaporation area €a [Eq. (80)] and aU; and
"aU is the overlapping area between the precipitation
area "a [Eq. (85)] and aU:

€aiU 5 (12b)€aiaU 1bmax(€ai1 aU 2 1, 0) and (68)

"aiU 5 (12b)"aiaU 1bmax("ai 1 aU 2 1, 0), (69)

where b is an overlapping parameter between €a (or "a)
and aU with b 5 0 (1) for random (minimum) overlap.
We can also interpret b as an overlapping parameter
between €a (or "a) and aD with b 5 0 (1) for random
(maximum) overlap. In case of the random overlap, Eqs.
(65)–(67) become zero, as expected. The corresponding
sources for the tracers are computed in a way similar to
Eq. (52) by noting that snow melting does not alter j.
Each of Eqs. (61)–(64) is a first-order linear differen-

tial equation with a forcing term f and a linear damping
(or amplifying) term, ›y/›t 5 f 2 y/t, where t is a
damping (or amplifying) time scale and y5 aU, aD, DfU,
DfD. In the numerical code, we prognose aD and DfU,
from which aU and DfD are computed by using aU 5 12
aD and aUDfU 1 aDDfD 5 0. In order to obtain a stable
solution with a long Dt in GCM, Eqs. (61)–(64) are solved
analytically by treating d*2 !* as a part of t

21 in Eq. (62).

FIG. 5. Parameterization of subgrid cold pool and mesoscale organized flow within the
PBL. The grid column within the PBL is divided into three bulk portions: aadjD into which
convective downdrafts accompanied by convective precipitation penetrate (i.e., a cold pool),
acz 5 cVÂs(V) is the upflow branch of subgrid mesoscale organized flow, and the remaining
aadjU 2 acz where no mesoscale perturbation exists with respect to the grid mean (i.e., Df[ f2
fPBL 5 0, Dw 5 0). The cold pool aadjD is forced by evaporation of convective precipitation and
convective downdrafts #MD,h that exclusively sink down into a

adj
D , while damped by the surface flux

and the entrainment flux at the PBL top (CdVs is the transfer velocity at the surface andWe,h is the
entrainment rate at the PBL top). Lateral mass exchange between the cold pool and the ambient
mean environmental air (!c, dc) is allowed. All the parameterized convective updrafts with a net
fractional area at the surface Âs(V) are assumed to rise through acz within the PBL, so that the
properties of the source updraft at the surface and mixing environmental air within the PBL are
perturbed byDfV [Eqs. (73) and (78)] andDwV [Eqs. (74), (78), and (B2)]. In addition, UNICON
imposes mesoscale perturbations on the fractional area [Eq. (75)] and the radius [Eqs. (76) and
(77)] of convective updraft plumes at the surface. See sections 2d and 2e for details.
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However, the advection term is numerically treated
by the separate grid-scale advection scheme. We force
0# aD # 12 Âmax by adding a corrective detrainment to
the original dcwhenever the prognosed aD becomes larger
than 12 Âmax.
Although a single DfD is computed, it is reasonable to

assume that DfD has internal variability since the cold
pool is driven by the various convective downdrafts
generated from various convective updrafts. The area
PDF of the cold pool, Pc(x), is assumed to follow a
Gaussian distribution, where x[2duy,D5 uy,PBL2 uy,D.
A convective downdraft always induces positive buoy-
ancy flux at the PBL top. Snow melting and the evapo-
ration of precipitation within the convective downdraft
and the environment additionally forceDuy,D# 0, where
Duy,D is computed from DfD. Thus, the assumption of a
half-Gaussian distributionPc(x) in the range of x$ 0 is a
valid approximation. From two normalization conditions
of aD 5

Ð ‘
0 Pc(x) dx and Duy,D 52[

Ð ‘
0 Pc(x)x dx]/aD, we

can obtain Pc(x)5 [(2aD)/(s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
)] exp[2(1/2)(x/s)2]

where s52
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p/2

p
Duy,D is the width of the distribution.

The final cold pool area aadjD is defined as the area oc-
cupied by the elements with x$ xcri [ 2ducriy,D,

aadjD 5 aD

#
12 erf

$
nffiffiffiffi
p

p
%&

, (70)

and then Duadjy,U [ uadjy,U 2 uy,PBL and Duadjy,D [ uadjy,D 2 uy,PBL
are computed as

Duadjy,U 5Duy,U

$
aU

aadjU

%
exp

$
2
n2

p

%
,

Duadjy,D 5Duy,D

$
aD

aadjD

%
exp

$
2
n2

p

%
, (71)

where n[ ducriy,D/Duy,D, and the same adjustment is ap-
plied for the other conservative scalars—f5 qt, uc, u, y,
j—using the same n.

e. Subgrid mesoscale convective organization

We define the following nondimensional quantity,
mesoscale convective organization:

V[

$
a
adj
D

12 Âmax

%
, 0#V# 1, (72)

and since 0# aadjD # 12 Âmax owing to the corrective
detrainment (see section 2d) and Eq. (70), it is always
guaranteed that 0 # V # 1. In nature, the outflow de-
trained from the cold pool spreads out near the sur-
face, collides with other outflows driven by other cold
pools, and is eventually converted into the upflow (see
Fig. 5). UNICON assumes that any perturbations of

thermodynamic scalars driven by the cold pool are
confined in the cold pool and in the colliding zones of
the outflows acz, instead of over the entire region of aadjU ,
and acz is a linear function of the net updraft fractional
area at the surface, acz 5 cVÂs(V). Using the Boussinesq
approximation, the available potential energy (APE)
corresponding to the horizontal density perturbation,
u0y [ uadjy,U 2 uadjy,D $ 0, associated with the cold pool within
the PBL [where uadjy,U and uadjy,D are computed in Eq. (71)]

is APE5 (1/2)(g/uy,ref)ha
adj
D aadjU u0y, where uy,ref 5 300K is

the reference virtual potential temperature and h is the
depth of the PBL. In the case that the upflow perturba-
tions are confined in acz not over a

adj
U , as is being assumed,

it becomes APEcz 5 (1/2)(g/uy,ref)ha
adj
D aczu

0
y,cz, where

u0y,cz [ uy,cz 2 uadjy,D 5 u0y(a
adj
U /acz)(a

adj
D 1 acz). UNICON as-

sumes that a certain fraction k* of theAPEcz is converted
into the mesoscale kinetic energy through a convective
overturning process over the areas of acz and aadjD . From
the conservation principles of the mesoscale vertical
momentum, wczacz 1wadj

D aadjD 5 0, and the mesoscale ki-
netic energy, w2

czacz 1 (wadj
D )2aadjD 5 2k*APEcz, where

wcz $ 0 and wadj
D # 0 are the mesoscale vertical velocities

in the acz and a
adj
D , respectively, and by assuming that Âs(V)

decreases linearly with V with ÂsjV51 5 ÂmaxÂsjV50

[Eq. (75)], we can derive the cold pool–driven pertur-
bations for conservative scalars DfV [Eq. (18)] and the
vertical velocity [DwV 5 wcz; Eq. (18)] of the convective
updraft at the surface confined in acz as follows:

DfV 5

$
Dfadj

U

cVÂsjV50

%
and (73)

DwV 5 aadjD

#$
g

uy,ref

%$
k*hu

0
y

cVÂsjV50

%&1/2
, (74)

where 1# cV # Â21
s jV50; that is, Âs(V)# acz # aadjU (V),

since all convective updrafts parameterized by UNICON
are equally modulated by DfV and DwV [Eq. (18)] at
the surface [i.e., acz $ Âs(V)], and UNICON simulates
subgrid mesoscale flow within each grid column [i.e.,
acz # aadjU (V)]. IfV/ 0, both DfV and DwV approach to
zero, as expected, since Dfadj

U /0 and aadjD /0.
UNICON assumes that V also controls the macro-

physics of the convective updraft and the mixing en-
vironmental air as well as the thermodynamic properties
of the convective updraft at the surface. UNICON has
three important unknown variables that should be ap-
propriately specified or parameterized: 1) Âs [the net
updraft fractional area at the surface; Eq. (19)], 2) Ro

[the intercept radius of the updraft plume at the surface;
Eq. (23)] and sR [the standard deviation of the updraft
plume radius at the surface; Eq. (23)], and 3) ~fu [the
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:	affected	by	Ω

mixing environmental air of the convective updraft;
Eq. (26)]. In UNICON, Âs affects the magnitude of the
updraft mass flux, Ro and sR control the amount of the
mixing [Eqs. (23) and (31)], and ~fu influences the degree
of dilution of the convective updraft plume, all of which
are important components in the parameterization of
convection. UNICON assumes that these four variables
are the functions of V:

Âs(V)5 ÂsjV501V3 (ÂsjV512 ÂsjV50)

5 ÂsjV503 [12V3 (12 Âmax)] , (75)

Ro(V)5RojV501Vg 3 (RojV512RojV50) , (76)

sR(V)5sRjV501Vg 3 (sRjV512sRjV50), and

(77)

~fu(z, t)5

( ~f(z, t)1DfV , if z, h ,

~f(z, t)1V! 3 [fr(z, t2Dt)2 ~f(z, t2Dt)] , if z. h ,
(78)

whereRojV50#RojV51, sRjV50# sRjV51, g . 0, DfV is
from Eq. (73), ~f(z, t) and ~f(z, t2Dt) are the mean
environmental scalar at the current and previous time
steps, respectively, andfr(z, t2Dt) is themean scalar of
the detrained air at the previous time step [Eq. (60)].
The second equality of Eq. (75) is obtained by assuming
ÂsjV51 5 Âmax 3 ÂsjV50 as mentioned before. Note that
DwV defined in Eq. (74) for the initialization of the
convective updrafts at the surface is also used in Eq. (78)
within the PBL (f 5 w) in order to compute ŵ(z) [Eq.
(27)] and the updraft buoyancy sorting (see appendix B).
In Eq. (78), V! [ min(V, V*) with V*[Mr(z, t2Dt)/
!i(f̂

i
mM̂

bot,i!̂ioDp) where Mr(z, t 2 Dt) is the mass flux
of detrained air at the previous time step [Eq. (59)] and
the denominator is total amount of updraft air involved in
the mixing at the current time step.We use the constraint
of V! 5 min(V, V*) because our mixing assumption re-
quires that during a vertical displacement of Dp, a certain
amount of updraft air [DM̂mix 5 !i(f̂

i
mM̂

bot,i!̂ioDp)] is
mixed with the same amount of mixing environmental
air, so that the degree to which the convective updraft
is mixed with the detrained air should be bound by the
amount of the available detrained air [Mr(z, t 2 Dt)]. In
the limit of Dt / 0, the second line of Eq. (78) becomes
~fu(z, t)5 (12V!)~f(z, t)1V!fr(z, t), which provides
an alternative definition of V!: the probability for the
convective updraft to preferentially rise into the horizontal
spots occupied by the detrained air. In this sense, V! 5 0
denotes the random rising since fr(z, t) is a part of ~f(z, t).
Equations (75)–(78) indicate that as convection becomes
more organized, the updraft fractional area decreases,
the mean and the variance of the updraft-plume ra-
dius increase, and an individual updraft plume rises
through the mesoscale upflows generated by the col-
liding outflows of the cold pools within the PBL, and
into the preceeding updraft plume’s trajectory above
the PBL, in line with the approach suggested by Mapes
and Neale (2011).

f. Sources within the environment

In order to compute the grid-mean tendencies of all
scalars f 5 qt, uc, u, y, j, qy, ql, qi, nl, ni, UNICON uses
Eq. (17), which guarantees the conservation of the
column-integrated grid-mean conservative scalar If—a
mandatory requirement for GCM parameterization—if
the column-integrated sources [Ŝf, !Sf, (›~f/›t)s] are cor-
rectly incorporated into the computation of the vertical
evolution of the convective updraft and downdraft plumes
and the precipitation and tracer fluxes at the surface. The
last term in Eq. (17) is the source within the environment.
If f 5 qt, uc, qy, j, this environmental source consists of
evaporation of convective rain and snow [evp in Eq. (79)
for f 5 qt, uc, qy, j], snow melting (mlt for f 5 uc), and
dissipation heating of the mean kinetic energy (dis for
f 5 uc):

!
~a
›~f

›t

"

s

5

!
~a
›~f

›t

"

evp
1

!
~a
›~f

›t

"

mlt
1

!
~a
›~f

›t

"

dis
, (79)

and each of these terms will be discussed in detail in the
following sections. Environmental source for the other
scalars is zero.
In UNICON, all convective microphysical processes—

production of convective precipitation within the updraft
at the top interface, evaporation of convective precip-
itation within the environment, snow melting within the
environment at the base interface, and evaporation of
convective precipitation within the downdraft at the base
interface—are treated in an isolated way for each con-
vective updrafts, so that the precipitation flux generated
from the ith updraft segment does not fall into the other
updrafts and the downdrafts generated from the non-ith
updraft segment. This approach is analogous to assuming
that cumulus and stratus do not see each other in the
precipitation production: convective precipitation flux
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Project objectives

• Diagnose	convective	organization	and	cold	pool	processes	over	the	SGP	(MC3E)	and	
central	Indian	Ocean	(AMIE)	using	 the	ARM	field	campaign	observations	combined	
with	related	field	campaign	datasets	(DYNAMO)	and	high-resolution	 CRM	
simulations	driven	by	ARM	observations.

• Evaluate	processes	related	to	convective	organization	and	cold	pools	 that	are	
explicitly	parameterized	in	a	unified	 convection	scheme	(UNICON).

Updrafts
/precipitationCold	pools

Downdrafts
/evaporation

Convective	
organization

UNICON
(Park	2014)

ARM	observations

WRF	simulations



Click to edit Master title styleData and period

ARM	AMIE-Gan large-scale	forcing	data*	
o constrained	variational objective	analysis
o ECMWF	analysis/SMART-R	adjusted	precip
o omega,	specific	humidity
o SCM	ran	in	a	“semi	off-line”	mode

WRF	simulation	(Feng	et	al.	2015)
o limited-domain	cloud-resolving	 (500-m)	

simulation	over	the	central	Indian	Ocean	
o surface	rain	rate,	reflectivity,	and	

temperature

convective cells, increases cold pool frequency, and results in better overall comparisons with observations.
The modification of the Thompson scheme in this paper follows that implemented by Hagos et al. [2014b].
The simulation is run for the first 20 days of November 2011. This corresponds to the transition period from

the suppressed to the active phases of the
November MJO episode [Yoneyama et al., 2013].
Forcing and SSTs from ERA-Interim reanalysis are
applied at the lateral boundary of the domain and
are updated every 6 h. Details of the model setup
are given in Table 1. For the simulation setup in this
study, the vertical grid spacing in the boundary
layer is 50 m, much smaller than the horizontal grid
spacing (500 m). Thus, we use 1-D PBL scheme that
neglects the horizontal advection of turbulent
kinetic energy.

Figure 2a shows a snapshot of the model precipita-
tion rate for a representative scene during the
November MJO. This model, with a relatively large

Figure 2. Model domain with a snapshot of (a) surface rain rate and (b) temperature at 2 m above surface at 2200 UTC on 15 November 2011.
The model domain centers at Addu Atoll where the S-PolKa radar was deployed, and the circle marks the 150 km S-Pol maximum range.

Table 1. Model Setup

Simulation Period
1–20

November 2011

Lateral and surface forcing ERA-Interim 6 hourly
reanalysis

PBL scheme Mellor-Yamada-Janjic
[Janjic, 2002]

Surface scheme Monin-Obukhov-Janjic
[Janjic, 2002]

Long-wave radiation scheme RRTMG [Iacono
et al., 2000]

Short-wave radiation scheme [Dudhia, 1989]
Microphysics Raindrop

self-collection (break-up)
efficiency If D > 50 mm,
Ec5a 22exp 2:33103ðD2DthÞ

! "! "

[Thompson et al., 2008]
a 5 0.5
(default a 5 4.0)
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SPolKa (AMIE/DYNAMO)
o dual-polarization	S- and	Ka-band	radar	
o Addu Atoll	in	Maldives	
o reflectivity	interpolated	at	1-km	resolution
o eastern	half	of	the	radar	domain

*http://iop.archive.arm.gov/arm-iop/2011/gan/amie-gan/xie-scm_forcing

November	4-12:	common	availability,	locally	growing	convection	
with	negligible	stratiformprecipitation
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separated for the S-PolKa data. Cold pool characteristics observed by S-PolKa were similar for each of the
three suppressed periods; therefore, we include all of the tracked cold pools from S-PolKa in this study to
increase the sample size (N 5 52).

An example of the S-PolKa-observed interaction between cold pools and convection is shown in Figure 1
for 10 October 2011 with scans (a-d) separated by 30 min. Sounding data showed a weak southwesterly
wind in the boundary layer (0–2 km) with a daily average wind speed of around 6 m s21, and a 3 m s21

wind difference between 1 and 3 km. At 1100 UTC (Figure 1a), numerous convective cells can be seen, par-
ticularly in the northeast sector of the radar domain. A few of the many convective cells and boundaries
present will be discussed to demonstrate the tracking method and the interaction of cold pools. An

Figure 1. A sequence of S-PolKa radar-observed convective cells and cold pools (subjectively identified by white-dashed circles) over the tropical Indian Ocean on 10 October 2011 at (a)
1100 UTC, (b) 1130 UTC, (c) 1200 UTC, and (d) 1230 UTC. The S-Pol radar was deployed on Addu Atoll, Maldives during the 2011 AMIE/DYNAMO field campaign. Each concentric solid
white circle increases by 25 km and the outer most circle marks the 150 km maximum range of the radar.
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SPolKa
o manual	tracking	

(Rowe	and	Houze 2015)
o fractional	area	(Nov	4-5)
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(e) Coldpool Boundary & Cloud LWP (f) 200m Vertical Velocity

Figure 4. Snapshot of the simulation in an area with intersecting cold pools from 1730 UTC on 11 November 2011. Roughly 1/18 of the total model domain area (Figure 2) is shown. (a)
2 m temperature anomaly (shaded) and precipitation rate (contour), (b) 2 m water vapor anomaly, (c) 50 m buoyancy, (d) 2 m moist static energy, (e) cold pool boundaries and cloud
LWP, and (f) 200 m vertical velocity (shaded) and 10 m wind (arrows show wind speeds> 2 m/s). Gray (magenta) lines in Figure 4c are nonintersecting (intersecting) cold pool bounda-
ries, respectively. Gray (magenta) areas in Figure 4e are expanded from the boundaries in (c) to an 8 km wide area. See text for more details.
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WRF	simulation
o potential	temperature’	<	0.5	K

(virtual	T	in	UNICON)
o fractional	area	(Nov	4-12)

Feng	et	al.	(2015)

Updrafts
/precipitation

Cold	 pools

Downdrafts
/evaporation

Convective	
organization
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Contiguous	convective	echo	(CCE)
o Convective-stratiform classification	algorithm	

(Powell	et	al.	2016;	Steiner	et	al.	1995)
o Applied	to	SPolKa and	WRF reflectivity
o Group	connected	grids	of	convective	echoes
o Minimum	size:	2	km2	(SPolKa),	0.5	km2	(WRF)

Contiguous	convective	updraft	(CCU)
o Identify	grid	points	with	strong	enough	updraft	

(>5	m/s,	at	least	1	km	deep)	above	boundary	
layer	(1	km)

o Group	connected	grids	of	‘convective	updrafts’
o Applied	to	WRF 3-D	vertical	velocity	fields
o Minimum	size:	0.5	km2
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Cold	 pools

Downdrafts
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Convective	
organization
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Contiguous	convective	echo	(CCE)
o Convective-stratiform classification	algorithm	

(Powell	et	al.	2016;	Steiner	et	al.	1995)
o Applied	to	SPolKa and	WRF reflectivity
o Group	connected	grids	of	convective	echoes
o Minimum	size:	2	km2	(SPolKa),	0.5	km2	(WRF)

Contiguous	convective	updraft	(CCU)
o Identify	grid	points	with	strong	enough	updraft	

(>5	m/s,	at	least	1	km	deep)	above	boundary	
layer	(1	km)

o Group	connected	grids	of	‘convective	updrafts’
o Applied	to	WRF 3-D	vertical	velocity	fields
o Minimum	size:	0.5	km2
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Cold	pools	fraction lags	
precipitation by	a	few	hours

UNICON shows	the	lagging	
while	the	cold	pools	 tend	to	
persist	longer	 than	those	in	
observations	and	in	WRF

WRF

UNICON
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CCE and	CCU size	
distributions	 evolve	
similarly	in	time

#	of	large	CCE/CCU
:	indicative	of	aggregated	
convective	elements
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However, the advection term is numerically treated
by the separate grid-scale advection scheme. We force
0# aD # 12 Âmax by adding a corrective detrainment to
the original dcwhenever the prognosed aD becomes larger
than 12 Âmax.
Although a single DfD is computed, it is reasonable to

assume that DfD has internal variability since the cold
pool is driven by the various convective downdrafts
generated from various convective updrafts. The area
PDF of the cold pool, Pc(x), is assumed to follow a
Gaussian distribution, where x[2duy,D5 uy,PBL2 uy,D.
A convective downdraft always induces positive buoy-
ancy flux at the PBL top. Snow melting and the evapo-
ration of precipitation within the convective downdraft
and the environment additionally forceDuy,D# 0, where
Duy,D is computed from DfD. Thus, the assumption of a
half-Gaussian distributionPc(x) in the range of x$ 0 is a
valid approximation. From two normalization conditions
of aD 5

Ð ‘
0 Pc(x) dx and Duy,D 52[

Ð ‘
0 Pc(x)x dx]/aD, we

can obtain Pc(x)5 [(2aD)/(s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
)] exp[2(1/2)(x/s)2]

where s52
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p/2

p
Duy,D is the width of the distribution.

The final cold pool area aadjD is defined as the area oc-
cupied by the elements with x$ xcri [ 2ducriy,D,

aadjD 5 aD

#
12 erf

$
nffiffiffiffi
p

p
%&

, (70)

and then Duadjy,U [ uadjy,U 2 uy,PBL and Duadjy,D [ uadjy,D 2 uy,PBL
are computed as

Duadjy,U 5Duy,U

$
aU

aadjU

%
exp

$
2
n2

p

%
,

Duadjy,D 5Duy,D

$
aD

aadjD

%
exp

$
2
n2

p

%
, (71)

where n[ ducriy,D/Duy,D, and the same adjustment is ap-
plied for the other conservative scalars—f5 qt, uc, u, y,
j—using the same n.

e. Subgrid mesoscale convective organization

We define the following nondimensional quantity,
mesoscale convective organization:

V[

$
a
adj
D

12 Âmax

%
, 0#V# 1, (72)

and since 0# aadjD # 12 Âmax owing to the corrective
detrainment (see section 2d) and Eq. (70), it is always
guaranteed that 0 # V # 1. In nature, the outflow de-
trained from the cold pool spreads out near the sur-
face, collides with other outflows driven by other cold
pools, and is eventually converted into the upflow (see
Fig. 5). UNICON assumes that any perturbations of

thermodynamic scalars driven by the cold pool are
confined in the cold pool and in the colliding zones of
the outflows acz, instead of over the entire region of aadjU ,
and acz is a linear function of the net updraft fractional
area at the surface, acz 5 cVÂs(V). Using the Boussinesq
approximation, the available potential energy (APE)
corresponding to the horizontal density perturbation,
u0y [ uadjy,U 2 uadjy,D $ 0, associated with the cold pool within
the PBL [where uadjy,U and uadjy,D are computed in Eq. (71)]

is APE5 (1/2)(g/uy,ref)ha
adj
D aadjU u0y, where uy,ref 5 300K is

the reference virtual potential temperature and h is the
depth of the PBL. In the case that the upflow perturba-
tions are confined in acz not over a

adj
U , as is being assumed,

it becomes APEcz 5 (1/2)(g/uy,ref)ha
adj
D aczu

0
y,cz, where

u0y,cz [ uy,cz 2 uadjy,D 5 u0y(a
adj
U /acz)(a

adj
D 1 acz). UNICON as-

sumes that a certain fraction k* of theAPEcz is converted
into the mesoscale kinetic energy through a convective
overturning process over the areas of acz and aadjD . From
the conservation principles of the mesoscale vertical
momentum, wczacz 1wadj

D aadjD 5 0, and the mesoscale ki-
netic energy, w2

czacz 1 (wadj
D )2aadjD 5 2k*APEcz, where

wcz $ 0 and wadj
D # 0 are the mesoscale vertical velocities

in the acz and a
adj
D , respectively, and by assuming that Âs(V)

decreases linearly with V with ÂsjV51 5 ÂmaxÂsjV50

[Eq. (75)], we can derive the cold pool–driven pertur-
bations for conservative scalars DfV [Eq. (18)] and the
vertical velocity [DwV 5 wcz; Eq. (18)] of the convective
updraft at the surface confined in acz as follows:

DfV 5

$
Dfadj

U

cVÂsjV50

%
and (73)

DwV 5 aadjD

#$
g

uy,ref

%$
k*hu

0
y

cVÂsjV50

%&1/2
, (74)

where 1# cV # Â21
s jV50; that is, Âs(V)# acz # aadjU (V),

since all convective updrafts parameterized by UNICON
are equally modulated by DfV and DwV [Eq. (18)] at
the surface [i.e., acz $ Âs(V)], and UNICON simulates
subgrid mesoscale flow within each grid column [i.e.,
acz # aadjU (V)]. IfV/ 0, both DfV and DwV approach to
zero, as expected, since Dfadj

U /0 and aadjD /0.
UNICON assumes that V also controls the macro-

physics of the convective updraft and the mixing en-
vironmental air as well as the thermodynamic properties
of the convective updraft at the surface. UNICON has
three important unknown variables that should be ap-
propriately specified or parameterized: 1) Âs [the net
updraft fractional area at the surface; Eq. (19)], 2) Ro

[the intercept radius of the updraft plume at the surface;
Eq. (23)] and sR [the standard deviation of the updraft
plume radius at the surface; Eq. (23)], and 3) ~fu [the
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CCE/CCU	size	increases	
with	cold	pools	 fraction	in	
the	WRF	simulation

In	UNICON,	formulation	of	
Ω	 and	plume	radius	are	
linearly	proportional	 to	
cold	pools	fraction

WRF

UNICON

UNICON



Summary

• Our	project	aims	at	evaluating	the	representation	of	the	two-way	feedbacks	between	
convective	updrafts	and	cold	pools	 in	UNICON

• Time	evolution	 of	precipitation,	CCE/CCU	size	distribution,	 and	cold	pools	fraction	
during	 AMIE/DYNAMO	is	examined	using	 radar	observations,	a	high-resolution	 WRF	
simulation,	and	a	single-column	model	 (UNICON)	simulation	forced	with	the	ARM	
AMIE-Gan large-scale	forcing	
*UNICON	was	not	tuned	 for	our	study

• Precipitation	vs.	cold	pools	fraction
o In	SPolKa and	WRF,	cold	pools	 fraction	lags	precipitation	by	a	few	hours
o UNICON	represents	the	lagging,	 while	the	cold	pools	 tend	to	persist	longer	 than	
that	in	observations	and	in	the	WRF	simulation	 (possibly	due	to	the	lack	of	
horizontal	advection)

• Cold	pools	fraction	vs.	CCE/CCU/plume	size
o In	WRF,	CCEs	and	CCUs	show	similar	time	evolution	 in	their	size	distributions	 and	
the	number	of	large	CCEs/CCUs	(indicative	of	degrees	of	convective	
organization)	 increases	with	cold	pools	 fraction

o The	WRF	results	support	 UNICON’s	formulation	of	 the	degrees	of	convective	
organization	(Ω),	which	is	linearly	proportional	 to	cold	pools	fraction



Click to edit Master title styleFuture plan

• AMIE/DYNAMO
o extend	the	analysis	to	the	entire	AMIE/DYNAMO	period
o high-resolution	 WRF	simulations	forced	with	the	ARM	AMIE	forcing	dataset	
o examine	sensitivity	of	UNICON	results	to,	for	example,	efficiency	of	rain	re-

evaporation	in	downdraft,	and	evaporation
o evaluate	cold	pool	properties	 in	UNICON	(e.g.,	temperature	and	specific	

humidity	perturbation)

• MC3E	(Jensen	et	al.	2016)
o investigate	the	convection-cold	pools	interaction	in	a	continental	environment
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Park	2017.	Journal	of	Climate.	In	Preparation
The	Impact	of	a	revised	fractional	mixing	rate	on	the	climate	simulated	by	the	UNICON



Work Source	of	cold	
pool	energy

Variable	
used

Changes	to	plume	properties	as	the	value	of	the	
variable	increases

Piriou et	al.	
(2007) Evaporation	of	

convective	
precipitation

𝜍	 𝑧 Entrainment	rate	decreases

Mapes	and	Neale	
(2011) org Plume	base	temperature	perturbation,	 base	mass	

flux	and	radius	increases

Type A cold pools parameterizations where scalar variables are used to 
represent the two-way interaction between convection and cold pools without 
explicit representation of cold pool properties

Work Source	of	cold	
pool	energy Impacts	of	cold	pool	on	convection

Qian	et	al.	(1998)

Evaporatively-
driven	convective	

downdraft	
penetrating	down	
into	boundary	

layer

Provides	 vertical	velocity	at	the	top	of	cold	pool	 front	to	
convection	scheme

Grandpeixand	
Lafore (2010)

Convection	occurs	in	‘unperturbed’	 sub-domain	 of	a	grid	cell	and	
cold	pools	 provide	additional	 lifting	energy	to	boundary	 layer	air	

parcel

Park	(2014)
UNICON

Cold	 pools	 affect	plume	radius,	 temperature,	specific	humidity,	
and	vertical	velocity	perturbation	through	a	scalar	that	

represents	the	degree	of	mesoscale	convective	organization

Del	Genio	et	al.	
(2015)

Scheme’s	 less-entraining	 plume	is	triggered	only	when	cold	pools	
exist

Type B cold pool parameterizations where cold pool properties are explicitly 
represented


